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It is not to be confused with Alibata, which is Arabic in origin. One reason could be the economic and political
disasters preeuropean Muslim pirates from the Mindanao region brought during raids. These Muslims
allegedly followed the Badjao school in the Chinese language. It is less focused on academics characterized by
the 3Rs which are reading, writing and arithmetic, and more compliant to vocational activities. He was
followed by Karim-ul Makhdum, or simply Mukdum, a noted Arabian scholar who introduced Islam in
Malacca in the middle of 14th century and continued his travel to the east. Ancient writing tools consist of
leaves, palm fronds, tree bark, fruit rinds, daggers as panulat and materials made from bamboo. Most Filipinos
who are functionally literate are those whose who have at least finished high school. Conflicts and rebellion
have continued in the Philippines from the pre-colonial period up to the present. In he and his soldiers invaded
the natives of present-day Cotabato and married the princess Putri Tonina. By marrying into the rich and
ruling class, Muslim traders, teachers and missionaries facilitated the spread of Islam as they travelled to Java,
Sumatra, Jahore, Malacca, Borneo and other nearby islands to conduct their mission. It is common knowledge,
however, that technically and generally, the Spaniards had been more successful in propagating their religion
all throughout the Philippines, thus confining and paralyzing the spread and influence of Islam. Around , Raja
Baginda, a minor prince from Menangkabaw, Sumatra arrived with soldiers and conquered Sulu. There had
been several major changes to the type of education in the Philippines during the Spanish period, as their
teachings were centralized on the ideology of Catholicism. However, the Visayas was largely dominated by
Hindu - Buddhist societies led by rajahs and datus who strongly resisted Islam. The tribal tutors were replaced
with Spanish missionaries, and the responsibility for providing primary education to indigenous populations
was left to religious orders, headed by parish friars. These frequent attacks gave way to naming present-day
Cebu as then-Sugbo or scorched earth which was a defensive technique implemented by the Visayans so the
pirates had nothing much to loot. The Jesuits followed in , with the youth as their focus. An ancient Southeast
Asian writing system, called the Baybayin, was used as a teaching medium. Islam was further strengthened by
the arrival of Muslim traders and from Jolo , Mindanao , Malaysia and Indonesia. The Augustinians
established a school in Cebu in , and then the Franciscans took charge of educating the natives in  However,
these are not part of the ARMM. Subsequent settlements by Arab missionaries traveling to Malaysia and
Indonesia helped strengthen Islam in the Philippines and each settlement was governed by a Datu , Rajah and
a Sultan. They cited the complete difference in cultures and customary ways of life as the primary reason for
their separation from the Muslims of mainland central Mindanao. A very small replica of the palace was made
in a nearby town in the 's, but it was noted that the replica does not mean that the campaign to reconstruct the
palace in Maimbung has stopped as the replica does not manifest the true essence of a Sulu royal palace. Upon
the arrival of the Spaniards, these native communities are already practically and technically literate using the
Baybayin. The Muslims seek to establish an independent Islamic province in Mindanao to be named
Bangsamoro. They also called the government to establish a separate Philippine state, called Bangsa Sug, from
mainland Bangsa Moro or to incorporate the Sulu archipelago to whatever state is formed in the Zamboanga
peninsula, if ever federalism in the Philippines is approved in the coming years.


